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[s : ol fc 3 ol
I Givenmatricer,a =l 3 -l o I ana r=l r d, l. t*othevalues of c, d and, e

[oor) [o;,)
such that AB:14.I, where 1is the identity matrix. Hence, determine l-t.

16 marl<sl

2 Considerthefunction f (*)=l+ln x, x2l. Determine f-'(x) andstateitsrange.

Hence, evaluate f'(3).
[6 marks]

3 Find the value of x which satisfies the equation

logrx=(log, x)2, x>1.

17 marksl

4/ Solve the equation 22x-2 -2'*t =2' -23.

l7 marksl

5 Given g(r) = #, - *lwhere fr is a constant.

(a) Find the value of /r if (S " gxr)= *.

[5 marl<s]

(b) Find the value of ft so that g(x) is not a one-to-one function.

15 marl<sl
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6 Given f(x)=e" +4, xel?.

(a) Find /-tqr;.

15 marlcsl

(b) On the sarne axes, sketch the graphs of f(x) arrd ft(x). State the domain of

f(x) arrrd,f-'(r).

16 marksl

{, 7 (a) Find the values of p and q ff +*+= l+li.4-2i 4+2i 2

[6 marks]

O) Given 1og,o2 =m arrd logroT=n. Express .r interrns af m. and n if

(14**'Xg**)= z.

16 marksf
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8 An osteoporosis patient was advised by a doctor to take enough magnesium,

vitamin D and calcium to improve bone density. In a week, the patient has to take

8 units magnesium, 11 units vitamin D and 17 units calcium. The following are three

types of capsule that contains the three essential nutrients for the bone:

Capsule of type P: 2 units magnesium, 1 unit vitamin D and 1 unit calcium.

Capsule of type p: I unit magnesium, 2 units vitamin D and 3 units calcium.

' Capsule of type.R: 4 units magnesium, 6 units vitamin D and l0 units calcium.

Let x, y and z represent the number of capsule of types P, Q ardrR respectively that

the patient has to take in a week.

(a) Obtain a system of linear equation to represent the given information and write

Ixl
the system in the fonn of matrix equatio n AX= B, where * =l'rl

l,)
13 marksl

(b) Find the inverse of matrixl from part (a) by using the adjoint method. Hence,

findthevalues of x,y arnd z.

l8 marksl

V (c) The cost for each capsule of type P, Q andR are RM10, RMl5 and RMIT

respectively. How much will the expenses be for 4 weeks if the patient follows

the doctor's advice?

12 marl<sl

11
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g (a) In an arithmetic progression, the sum of the first four terms is 46 and the

seventh term exceeds twice of the second term by 5. Obtain the first term and

the common difference for the progression. Herrce, calculate the sum of the

first ten even terms of the progression.

16 marlal

(b) A ball is dropped from a height of 2 m. Each time the ball hits the floor, it

1
bounces vertically.to a height that is j of its previous height.

(i) Find the height of the ball at the tenth bounce.

12 marksl

(ii) Find the total distance that the ball will travel before the eleventh

bounce.

f5 marksl

l0 (a) Find the solution set of lZ-lxl < lx + 31.

l8 marksl

(b) If x+l<0, showthat

(i) 2x-l<0.
13 marksl

14 marksl

END OF QUESTION PAPER
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